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Abstract. In this paper, some swarm metaheuristic algorithms are analyzed to
show the performance of algorithms. Swarm Intelligence algorithms are more
trapping in local optima because of low exploration. The Moth-Flame Optimiza-
tion algorithm is a widely applied metaheuristic algorithm. Nevertheless, the Ant
Nesting Algorithm is another recent powerful algorithm. Both algorithms are the-
oretically and practically studied and applied to a simple optimization problem
with a simple objective function. All steps of the algorithms are implemented and
discussed providing results to show and compare the exploration and exploita-
tion performance between both algorithms. A simple comparison between both
algorithms is conducted using the same sample of data, and it is concluded that
convergence within cycles of implementation shows that Ant Nesting Algorithm
is fast converged but it might get stuck in local optima because of low explo-
ration. Additionally, the merits of the Ant Nesting Algorithm show the algorithm
will stuck in local optima when solving highly complex problems or if the initial
population can’t be explored efficiently. Moth-Flame Optimization also may have
exploration problems when the size of flames during cycles is decreased.
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1 Introduction

Optimization is everywhere, the way of finding the best solution among many good
solutions. There are many optimization algorithms to solve the problems. Metaheuristic
algorithms are most used to solve complex and large multimodal problems. A multi-
modal problem needs a global search to find the best solution overall search space. The
metaheuristic algorithm is higher level than the heuristic, it works better than the heuris-
tic. Metaheuristic algorithms use randomness and local search. Randomization gives a
good way to escape from local search to search in global search space, therefore all
metaheuristics are suitable for global searching space [1]. Major components of meta-
heuristic algorithms are intensification and diversification, search during a local search
by selecting the best solution will converge the algorithm to the optimal solution, which
increases intensification, while using randomization will lead to the diverging algorithm
from local optima and search the space globally, which increase diversification [1].
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Many creatures’ behaviors inspired by optimization algorithms almost are meta-
heuristic because their behaviors are stochastics. Ant Colony Optimization algorithm
(ACO) [2] works on the ants finding a path to the food sources, Ant Nesting Algorithm
(ANA)mimics ants choosing a place to build a nest [3], Bat Algorithm (BA) [4] works on
how bat hunts food, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [5] finds food sources, Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [6] mimics swarm of bird’s behavior, Moth-Flame Optimization
algorithm (MFO) [7] represents the moths flying around lights. All the above algorithms
work depend on creatures’ changing position. Many metaheuristic algorithms suffer
from low exploration and many of them improved by applying levy flight to add more
randomness within the algorithm like ACO improvedwith levy flight in [8, 9], BA in [10,
11], ABC for multi-objective improved by levy flight in [12] and also ABC improved by
Bayesian estimation in [13], exploration of PSO improved by levy flight also [14, 15],
and in recent researches, MFO also improved by adding more randomness, for example,
add levy flight in [16, 17]. However, some algorithms had fast convergence to the best
solutions while leading to local optima.

Recently many problems were solved by metaheuristic algorithms like some detec-
tion problems in [18–21], swarm intelligence used to solve classification problems in
[22–24], modified optimization algorithms used in prediction [25], workflow schedul-
ing problems in a cloud-edge environment enhanced by some swarm algorithm in [26],
metaheuristic and swarm-based algorithm are used to solve deep learning and wireless
device problems respectively in [27, 28].

The objective of this paper is to study and implement bothMFO andANAwith a sim-
ple optimizationproblem, implementationof algorithmswithin simple objective function
supposed and steps are written in detail to show the algorithms running result, and some
comparisons for both algorithms with the same initial population and parameters are
conducted.

The following section of the paper includes a background of algorithms MFO and
ANA asmethodology in Sect. 2, implementation of case study in Sect. 3, then discussion
and conclusion are provided in the last section.

2 Methodology

2.1 MFO

MFO is explained in this section depending on [7]. Two components are described here:

2.1.1 Moths

The candidate solutions are assumed to be moths representing the positions in search,
depending on the dimension of the problems the dimension could be 1D, 2D,3D… etc.
and represented as follows:

M(i,j), is matrix used to store moth solutions where i = 1,2, …,n, and j = 1,2,…,d.
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n is the number of moths and number of solutions at the same time, and d is the
number of dimensions of search space. The population of the moth is:

M =
⎡
⎢⎣

m11 m12 · · · m1d
...

. . .
...

mn1 mn2 · · · mnd

⎤
⎥⎦ (1)

Each solution in the moth has an optimization function as an objective and it stores
as a vector of n solutions for n moths, OM is a vector used to store the fitness of
corresponding moths where i = 1,2,…,n, represented as follows:

OM =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

om1

om2

.

.

omn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(2)

The n is equal to the number of moths, which is equal to the number of solutions.

2.1.2 Flames

There are also a set of flames that represents the best solution of moths found so far, the
flames are represented by matrix F(i,j), which is a matrix used to store moth solutions
where i = 1,2, …,n, and j = 1,2,…,d. n is the number of moths and number of solutions
at the same time, and d is the number of dimensions of search space. The flame’s
representations are similar to the moth as follows:

F =
⎡
⎢⎣

f11 f12 · · · f1d
...

. . .
...

fn1 fn2 · · · fnd

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

Each solution in the moth has an optimization function as an objective and it stores
as a vector of n solutions for n moths, OF, is a vector used to store the fitness of
corresponding flames where i = 1,2,…,n, represented as follows:

OF =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

of1
of2
.

.

ofn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4)

The n is equal to the number of the moths at the start of the run, but later n will be
calculated depending on the formula.

flame no = round (N − c ∗ N − 1

T
) (5)
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where N is the maximum number of flames, c is the current number of an iteration, and
T is the maximum number of iterations. Both moths and flames are solutions, but the
difference is the way the modifications are in each iteration. Moths search around the
space, while flames are the best solution for moths (local best).

Initial Solutions
The initial solution of moths and fitness of moths are generated using the following

statements in algorithm 1:

Moths are generated randomly using LB and UB, which are lower and upper bounds
respectively, the bounds are two vectors of decisions:

UB = [ub1, ub2, . . . . . . . . . , ubn]; LB = [lb1, lb2, . . . . . . . . . , lbn]

During the algorithm, running moth searches the space depending on flames, which
is the best solution of previous iterations. The update mechanism of moths depends on
formula (6), whereMi is moth andFi is flame, S

(
Mi, Fj

)
represents spiral function using

formula (7) to find updated solution depending on the distance between flame and moth
using formula (8)::

M(i, j) = S(Mi, Fj) (6)

S
(
Mi, Fj

) = Di.e
bt cos(2π t) + Fj) (7)

Di is the distance calculated as:

Di = ∣∣Fj − Mi
∣∣ (8)

In the formula (7) t is a random number in the range [–1,1], and b is the constant
value b = 1 in [2]. The flowchart of MFO is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 ANA

The algorithm steps show ants building their nests [2]. The important part of the algo-
rithm is working ants, which search for a suitable place and build the nest for deposition.
The algorithm starts with a random solution representing ants Xi(i = 1,2,3,…..n), each
worker ant i try to find a better position than the current position, for these, it is working
iteratively, in each iteration it finds the deposition rate change and adds to current depo-
sition of positions to find a new position, the new position of a worker ant is changed
depending formula (9):

Xt+1,i = Xt,i + �Xt+1,i (9)
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where t represents the current iteration, i current worker ant and X is a solution in
the algorithm (which is deposition position), and �Xt+1,i can be calculated using the
following formulas:

�Xt+1,i = dw × (Xt,ibest − Xt,i) (10)

If the current ant is equal to local best, then formula (11) is used to calculate�Xt+1,i,
otherwise if the current solution is equal to the previous solution, then formula (12)
is used to calculate �Xt+1,i. Where dw is deposition weight can be calculated using
formula (13).

�Xt+1,i = r × Xt,i (11)

�Xt+1,i = r × (
Xt,ibest − Xt,i

)
(12)

dw = r × (
T

Tprevious
) (13)

where r is a random number in the range [–1, 1], T is the tendency rate that can be cal-
culated using the Pythagorean theorem, and formulas (14) and (15) are used to calculate
T and T previous simultaneously:

T =
√(

Xt,ibest − Xt,i
)2 − (

Xt,ibestfitness − Xt,ifitness
)2 (14)

Tprevoiuos

=
√(

Xt,ibest − Xt,iprevious
)2 − (

Xt,ibestfitness − Xt,ipreviousfitness
)2 (15)

A simple representation of algorithm steps is represented as a flowchart in Fig. 2.

3 Case Study

Optimization problems are either maximization or minimization, in this work, a min-
imization problem is considered, which f (x) = ∑D

i=1 x2i , where D = 2, which is the
dimension of a problem for the current example, and x in the range [−100, 100], two
iterations considered, N = 3 is the population size, the step implementation for both
MFO and ANA algorithms are shown in the following sections:

3.1 MFO Implementation Steps

Apply MFO for the study case for two iterations as supposed above, finally result for
iterations are explained as follows:

Initialize parameters: b = 1, r = 0.3 (randomly generated during algorithm running).
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Fig. 1. Moth-Flame Optimization Flowchart

Initial solutions randomly generate as shown in Table 1:

– Iteration 1:

For this example, there is no flame number calculation because from the beginning
supposed the flame number = 3, if generate the flame number using the formula (5).

flameno = round
(
3 − 1 ∗ 3−1

2

) = 1, the result is just one flame and every moth
should update its position depending on this solution.

Generate flames by sortingmoths of the initial solution because it is the first iteration,
the result of flames is shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Simple Ant Nesting Algorithm Flowchart

Table 1. Moths during the first iteration

Moth X1 X2 F(x) Rank

1 -2 3 13 3

2 -1 0 1 1

3 1 1 2 2
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Table 2. Flames during the first iteration

Flame X1 X2 F(x)

1 -1 0 1

2 1 1 2

3 -2 3 13

Table 3. Moths generated for the next iteration

Moth X1 X2 F(x) Rank

1 -0.5 -1.5 2.5 2

2 1 1.5 3.3 1

3 -3.5 4 28.5 3

Calculate movementM(i, j) depending on formula (6), calculate the distance of each
moth with the corresponding flame using formula (8), then apply formula (7) to find

S
(
Mi, Fj

) = Di. e
bt cos(2π t) + Fj

Di is the distance calculated as:

Di = ∣∣Fj − Mi
∣∣

Moth1 D1, 1 = |(−1, 0) − (−2, 3)| = (1,−3)

S(M1,F1) = (1,−3) *e∧(0.3) * cos(2 ∗ π ∗ 0.3) + (−1, 0) = (−0.5, − 1.5)

Moth2 D2, 2 = |(1, 1) − (−1, 0)| = (2, 1)

S(M1,F1) = (2, 1) *e∧(0.3) * cos(2 ∗ π ∗ 0.3) + (−1, 0) = (1, 1.5)

Moth 3 D3, 1 = |(−2, 3) − (1, 1)| = (−3, 2)

S(M1,F1) = (−3, 2) ∗ e∧(0.3) * cos(2 ∗ π ∗ 0.3) + (−1, 0) = (−3.5, 4)

Calculate fitness for generate moth and the result are shown in Table 3 as new moths
and their fitness:

– Iteration 2:

Moths generated in Table 3 are used for this iteration, and the number of flames is
also 3. Generate flames by sorting moths of the current iteration in Table 3 and previous
iteration flame in Table 2 (where it is a moth of the first iteration after sorting) because
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Table 4. Flames generated for the second iteration

Flame X1 X2 F(x)

1 -1 0 1

2 1 1 2

3 -0.5 -1.5 2.5

Table 5. Moths generated for the new iteration

Moth X1 X2 F(x) Rank

1 -1.3 0.8 2.1 2

2 1 0.7 1.5 1

3 1.3 -2.8 9.3 3

it is not the first iteration, the result of flames for the current iteration is shown in Table
4.

The same first iteration calculates movement M(i, j) depending on formula (6), cal-
culating the distance of each moth with the corresponding flame using formula (8), then
calculating the moths’ new position depending on formula (7), the distance and result
for each moth, is generated after changing its position is represented below D1..3 are
distances, and moth1..3 are positions of moths:

D1 = (-0.5, 1.5)
D2= (0, -0.5)
D3= (3.5, -2.5)
Moth 1 = (-1.3, 0.8)
Moth2 = (1, 0.7)
Moth 3 = (2.3, -2.8)

The result of moths generated in iteration 2, which will be used for the next iteration
shown in Table 5.

The best solution for two iterations is flame 1 from the last iteration, which is:
M (−1, 0)andf (x) = 1.

3.2 ANA Implementation Steps

Appling ANA for the study case for two iterations as assumed above finally results for
iterations are explained as follows:

At the beginning,wegenerate the initial solution as population (worker ant), the result
of population is shown in Table 6, which assumes the same initial solution generated for
MFO in Table 1:

For the first iteration, the previous population is also the current population, which
is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Initial worker Ants generated randomly

Ant X1 X2 F(x) note

1 -2 3 13

2 -1 0 1 Local Best

3 1 1 2

– Iteration 1:

For each ant, find the local best ant, which is the local best solution for the current
iteration, and generate random r = 0.3 (suppose it is generated randomly for every ant).

Ant 1,1 = (-2,3), which represents the first iteration, the first ant, and it is equal to
the previous solution depending on algorithm steps, then formula (12) will be used to
generate ants step size and generate ant 1 for iteration 2 depending formula (9) for next
iteration:

�X2,1 = r × (X1,1best - X1,1)
�X = 0.3((−1, 0) − (−2, 3)) = (0.3, − 0.9)
X2,1 = Ant 1,1 + � Ant 2,1
X 2, 1 = (−2, 3) + (0.3,−0.9) = (−1.7, 2.1)(newsolution)

F(X 2, 1) = 7.3

F(X 2,1) is better than F(X1,1) then the solution of Ant 2,1 will be accepted for the
next iteration.

Ant 1,2= (-1,0)which represents the first iteration, the second ant, and it is equal to
a local best solution then formula (11) will be used to generate step size, which is used
to generate ant 2 for iteration 2 using formula (9), r = 0.3 (randomly):

�X1,2 = r × X1,2
�X = 0.3∗(−1, 0) = ( − 0.3, 0).
X2,2 = (−1,0) + (−0.3,0) = ( −1.3,0)(new solution)

F(X 2, 2) = 1.69

F(Ant 2,2) is not better than F(Ant 1,2) then the solution of Ant 2,2 will not be
accepted for the next iteration.

Ant 1, 3 = (1,1), which represents the first iteration, the third ant, and it is equal to
the previous solution depending on algorithm steps, then formula (12) will be used to
generate ants step size and generate ant 1 for iteration 2 depending on formula (9) for
next iteration, suppose r = 0.3 (randomly):

�X2,3 = r × (X1,3best -X1,3).
�X = 0.3∗((−1, 0) − (1, 1)) = ( − 0.6, − 0.3).
X2,3 = (1,1) + ( −.06, − 0.3) = ( 0.4, 0.7) (new solution)

F(X 2, 2) = 0.65
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Table 7. Ants generated for the second iteration

Ant X1 X2 F(x) note

1 -1.7 2.1 7.3

2 -1 0 1

3 0.4 0.7 0.65 Local Best

F(X 2,3) is better than F(X 1,3) then the solution of X2,3 will be accepted for the
next iteration. In iteration 1, all solutions will be accepted as a new solution for the next
iteration, except, the solution for ant 2, because it is worse than the previous ant, the
result of the ants is shown in Table 7:

– Iteration 2:

In the second iteration, Table 6, shows the previous ants andTable 7 shows the current
ants.

For each ant generate new random r = 0.3 (supposed randomly for each ant):
Ant 1,1 = (-1.7, 2.1), which is representing the second iteration, the first ant, and

it is neither local best nor equal to the previous solution depending on algorithm steps,
then Eqs. (14) , (15), (13) , (10), respectively, will be used to generate ants step size and
to generate ant 1 for next iteration, formula (9) will be used:

Tx1 = 8.75, Tprevx1 = 14.8, Dwx1 = 0.17
�x1 = 0.17 *(0.4 + 1.7)) = 0.35 ( step change for parameter x1)
Tx2 = 5.25, Tprevx2 = 10.05, Dwx2 = 0.15
�x2 = 0.15 *(0.7 – 2.1) = -0.21 (step change for parameter x2)
�X 3,1 = (0.35, -0.21)
X3,1 = (-1.7, 2.1) + (0.35, -0.21) = (0.4, 1.89) ( new solution)
F(X3,1) = 3.73 will accepted solution for next iteration

Ant 2, 2 = (-1,0), which represents the second iteration, the second ant, and is equal
to the previous solution depending on algorithm steps, then formula (12) will be used to
generate ants step size and generate ant 1 for iteration 2 depending formula (9) for next
iteration, suppose r = 0.3 (randomly):

�X2,3 = r
(
X1,3best − X1,3

)

�X = 0.3∗((0.4, 0.7) − (−1, 0)) = (0.42, 0.21)

X 3, 2 = (−1, 0) + (0.42, 0.21) = ( − 0.58, 0.21)

F(X3, 2) = 0.38will accepted solution for next iteration.
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Table 8. Final population

Ant X1 X2 F(x) note

1 0.4 1.89 3.73

2 0.58 0.21 0.38 Local Best

3 0.4 0.7 0.65

Ant 2,3 = (0.4,0.7), which represents the second iteration, the third ant, and it is
equal to the local best solution, then formula (11) will be used to generate step size
which is used and generate ant 2 for iteration 2 using formula (9), r = 0.3 (randomly):

�X1,2 = r × X1,2

�X = 0.3∗(0.4, 0.7) = (0.12, 0.21)

X 3, 3 = (0.4, 0.7) + (0.12, 0.21) = (0.52, 0.91)

F(X3, 3) = 1.09will not accepted solution for the next iteration.

The result of worker ants is represented in Table 8 as the final population and the
local best is the global best which ant 2 with positons values X1 = −0.58, X2= 0.21 and
f(x) = 0.38.

4 Conclusion

Metaheuristic algorithms are working on randomness, which gives a global search in
the space search. Both MFO and ANA working on changing their position depending
on the step size with the current position. Both algorithms have some randomness for
changing positions but most part updating positions depends on a local best solution,
which leads to fast convergence but low exploration. The results of implementation steps
show that ANA is faster converge than MFO but it may stuck in the local solution if the
initial solution is bad or complex problems are given because step size depends on the
current position or some formulas for the local best solution when a new ant position
is worse than the current ant, then ant will not change its current position, this is low
exploration. The mplementation steps of MFO shows that when flame numbers decrease
along the iteration, the rest moths will update their location depending on a single flame,
this also may lead to the stuck algorithm in the local optima. In the algorithm of MFO
flames of next iteration is generated from current and previous iteration moths while
may some time global best is in old flame and the solution will lost during change then
flame elements also effect with low explotation mechanism.

Limitation of the MFO low exploration and flame element decision during itrations,
while ANA has fast convergence and low explorations depending on position change,
and has problems with some complex problems.

For future work apply some mechanism to improve exploration for both MFO and
ANA and compare the results again, then apply in different domain of problems like
solving binary and discrete problems to show the performance of both algorithms.
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